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Act One – “The Rays”: This week TWIB featured the Tampa Bay Rays – who after 10 straight losing seasons have become one of the best 

teams in MLB. Over the winter, the Devil Rays changed their nickname to the Rays. They unveiled new uniforms with a different color scheme 

and a whole new look that has helped develop a winning attitude. Manager Joe Maddon has also changed the culture of the team with his open 
door philosophy. Eric Hinske may have said it best, “Once you get a taste of winning … it starts to become contagious…” 

        The Rays are loaded with young talent such as all-star third baseman Evan Longoria, talented centerfielder BJ Upton, speedy left fielder Carl 
Crawford and all-star catcher Dioner Navarro. Tampa’s young pitching staff boasts one of the best earned run averages in MLB. The staff 

includes all-star Scott Kazmir and James Shields as starting pitchers. 

Educational theme: Winning is not a sometime thing. It is an all-the-time thing. Winning is a habit, but unfortunately, so is losing a habit. 
Educational theme: Attitude is everything. It is the big difference. Attitude is contagious. The question is simply … is your attitude worth 

catching? 

Educational theme: Managerial leadership and talented players are the necessary combination for success. They are like eagles; you find them 

one at a time.  

 

Act Two – “The Rays on the Wire”: Evan Longoria was wired for sound both on and off the field to give the fans a closer look at the rest of the 

Rays. Troy Percival candidly commented, “It’s a great club house. The young guys get along with the older guys. … we blended and had fun 

from the first day of spring training.” Tampa Bay enjoys keeping loose prior to the game, especially the colorful character Johnny Gomes who 

likes to wear his “Rays Robe.” The bathrobe was a gag gift from Toby Hall of the Chicago White Sox to describe the comfortable feeling of the 

Rays’ clubhouse. 
       After a storybook first half of the season, the 2008 Tampa Bay Rays remain a confident and relaxed baseball team, as they anticipate playing 

in the post-season. 
Educational theme: Teamwork is the challenge for every organization. The attitude of feeling united and of dependence on one another is the 

essence of teamwork. The question is usually not how well each person works, but how well they work together for the common goal.  Coming 

together is the beginning, but working together is success. 
Educational theme: Fun can take many forms, but it is simply using one’s time wisely.  

Educational theme: Confidence is belief in yourself. You must think that you can do it. It is 1% inspiration and 99% perspiration. 

 

Act Three – “Clutch”: The answer to the TWIBIA question is Rickey Henderson. Rickey is the youngest player since 1900 to steal 300 bases. 

He is the all-time leader, who got his 300th in August 1982 at just age 23. 
       TWIB announced the “Clutch Performer of the Month Award” for June, as voted on by the fans. But prior to the announcement, they 

reviewed the nominees. They were Aramis Ramirez, Jason Giambi, Jose Guillen, Marcus Thames, Dan Haren, and John Lackey. The winner for 
June is the mustachioed Yankee slugger Jason Giambi, who had 19 RBI in the month. 

       The Call of the Week is an amazing “3-2-5” double play. It began with a ground ball to the Texas first baseman, who threw home to the 

catcher for the first out, but there was a violent collision that sent the catcher flying to his back. Half dazed, he recovered and threw from his 

knees to third base to complete the unbelievable DP.  

Educational theme: Trivia are seemingly insignificant and superfluous events; however, it is an important component of baseball legend, lore 
and tradition. For both fans and players, trivia is a source of fun and interest in the American institution called baseball.   

Educational theme: Elections are the democratic way to select leaders and recognize celebrities. The electoral process is an important concept in 

the American way of life.  
Educational theme: The pedagogy of sport involves the demonstration and active observation of skillful acts. Often it is an informal opportunity 

for learners to observe the bio-mechanical skill and strategy of sport. 
Act Four – “Baseball is”: Baseball is this week’s MLB All-Star Game at Yankee Stadium. The celebration begins with a free concert in New 

York at Central Park by the legendary rock and roll band Bon Jovi. There are also 42 eight-and a half-foot-tall MLB decorated Statues of Liberty 

placed at key locations throughout the city to honor New York and baseball’s colorful history. Artist Stephen Holland resplendently painted the 
statues with an MLB theme. 

       TWIB announced the starting line-ups for both the American and National Leagues as elected by the fans. 
       The American League starters are Joe Mauer - Twins - catcher; Kevin Youklis - Red Sox - first baseman; Dustin Pedroia - second baseman; 

Alex Rodriquez - Yankees -third baseman; Derek Jeter - Yankees - Shortstop; Outfielders Josh Hamilton - Rangers, Manny Ramirez - Red Sox 

and Ichiro Suzuki - Mariners; and David Ortiz - Red Sox is the  DH.  
       The National League starters are Geovany Soto - Cubs - catcher, Lance Berkman - Astros - first baseman; Chance Utley - Phillies - second 

baseman; Chipper Jones - Braves - third baseman; Hanley Ramirez - Marlins - shortstop; and outfielders Ryan Braun - Brewers, Alfonso Soriano 
- Cubs, and Kosuke Fukudome - Cubs. 

       In a new feature, “Dugout Chatter,” viewers were treated to “a seat on the bench,” so as to hear what actually happens on the bench and in 

the dugout. Arizona catcher Chris Snyder and Colorado’s Ryan Spilborghs graciously wore a microphone to take us beyond the game. 
Educational theme: All-Star Game celebrations are to extol, praise and display the players and everything that is great about baseball. They are 

occasions to promote the many facets of the game and perform baseball at its best.  
Educational theme: Art and music are forms of entertainment that are appropriate ways to enhance the atmosphere of excitement and enjoyment 

for players and fans. It is an integral component of such festivities. 

Educational theme: All-Star team selection is one of the highest honors a baseball player can receive. This is a coveted measure of achievement. 

 

Act Five – “How „bout that!”: Featuring the music of Bon Jovi from their latest album “Lost Journey,” TWIB showed this week’s best and most 
painful plays. This is the usual collection of diving, sliding and fence-crashing catches, walk-off game winning home runs, collisions, misplays 

and errors, but it also included several unique and creative throws and that incredible double play. 

Educational theme: The artistic value of sport can be found in the beauty, grace and rhythmic movements of elite athletes. The aesthetic quality 
of a well executed play enhances the appreciation of baseball. 

Educational theme: Once the student has carefully observed the required effort and the bio-mechanics of premier athletes, then the movements 
can be easily copied and performed by the learner. Then the student is truly physically educated. 


